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Abstract
The upheaval associated with the COVID-19 pandemic highlighted how exogenous causes could jeopardize
the smooth functioning of the current economy. While the consideration of ESG factors is not new,
investors and investment funds have increased the integration of these criteria in their portfolio construction
logic and their investment choices. Therefore, this study considers how the integration of ESG factors
has been strengthened by the current pandemic, amid the development of a new regulatory framework
impacting selection strategies and the legal documentation (1). In addition, the study provides an analysis
of current market data and research articles highlighting how the integration of ESG criteria can improve
stock market performance and resilience of companies (2). However, following a non-Manichean approach,
this study also aims to identify the limits and pitfalls of these results, calling for caution with regard to
over-hasty conclusions (3).
Keywords: ESG investing; Private equity; Due diligence; Selection strategies; Portfolio resilience; Methodological biases

“ESG investing is not just about values. Far from a luxury best suited to bull markets, these factors
materially impact company’s financial results and investor portfolios”1 .
Thus, the purpose of this analysis is not to present this mode of investment as one that should
be systematically favored by any investor aiming to consider environmental, social and governance
(ESG) issues. In fact, this quote from Dan Lefkovitz, strategist for Morningstar’s Indexes group,
highlights how, far from considering ESG investing only as a moral principle that questions contemporary values and worldviews, it is also a real economic and financial opportunity for investors,
as it is an investment method that can generate better financial results2 . A study limited to simply
underlining the ethical virtues of ESG investing would therefore not be fully relevant since it would
neglect one of the fundamental aspects of investors’ logic: achieving satisfactory financial results.
Before explaining the framework of this study, it seems appropriate to briefly define the characteristics of ESG investing. In fact, as indicated above, ESG investing aims to take into account
environmental, social and governance aspects in investment choices and in portfolio construction,
insofar as the integration of these factors would allow, according to several studies that will be
discussed later, for greater results, particularly in the long term, with less risk3 . In that regard,
environmental factors refer to a company’s impact on the natural environment, including pollution
1. Dan Lefkovitz, “How Did ESG Indexes Fare During the First Quarter Sell-off ?”, Morningstar, April 8, 2020.
2. Will Feuer, "Here’s More Evidence That ESG Funds Outperformed During the Pandemic", Institutional Investor LLC,
April 7, 2021.
3. E. Napoletano, Benjamin Curry, "Environmental, Social And Governance: What Is ESG Investing?", Forbes, February
24, 2022.
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issues such as carbon emissions, handling of chemicals, toxic metals, and production of packaging
and other waste. In addition, these environmental factors also include the use of natural resources
such as water or forests, the impact of the company’s activities on biodiversity, and the company’s
attempts to minimize its environmental footprint4 . Social factors are those that affect people, such
as the health and safety of employees, labor standards and welfare of workers employed in the
company’s broader supply chain, product safety for consumers, and data privacy and security for
its users. Thus, these social factors concern workers, customers and society as a whole. Moreover,
investors concerned about these different aspects are also sensitive to certain societal issues such as
the fight against inequalities and discrimination5 . Finally, the governance factors cover all ethical
issues such as the anti-corruption policy and fiscal transparency of the target company, as well as
the management of conflicts of interest, diversity, independence of the board of directors and the
quality of financial information6 .
The idea of ESG investing being fully defined, it is now appropriate to set out the framework
for this study. Forms of sustainable finance have grown rapidly in recent years, with an increasing
number of institutional investors and funds now incorporating various ESG investment approaches7 .
Many recent articles have extolled the merits and virtues of this mode of investment, even speaking of
a "revolution"8 . The axiomatic principle of this study is to question all the obvious, all the preconceived
ideas, in order to approach with rigor and objectivity the reality of ESG investment in recent years.
The idea is not to give in to the current enthusiasm and to take a step back to analyze the reality of
the data concerning ESG investments.
Therefore, this study considers how the integration of ESG factors has been strengthened by
the current pandemic, amid the development of a new regulatory framework impacting selection
strategies and the legal documentation (1). In addition, the study provides an analysis of current
market data and research articles highlighting how the integration of ESG criteria can improve
stock market performance and resilience of companies (2). However, following a non-Manichean
approach, this study also aims to identify the limits and pitfalls of these results, calling for caution
with regard to over-hasty conclusions (3).

4. Paul Nolan, "What Are Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) Criteria?", The Balance, November 11, 2021.
5. Ibid.
6. Kelly Tang, "Exploring the G in ESG: Governance in Greater Detail", S&P Global, March 22, 2019.
7. Kyle Burrell, "How more investors are turning to sustainable investment", EY, July 9, 2021.
8. Thomas Spangler, “The ESG Financing Revolution Is On: How Entrepreneurs Can Ride The Wave”, Forbes, December
15, 2021.
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Navigating in a new context: between pandemic and new regulations

First of all, in order to better understand the issues related to ESG investing, it seems relevant to study
the context in which it takes place. Indeed, the COVID-19 pandemic has contributed to increase the
consideration of ESG issues and the regulatory framework is also evolving to allow more rigorous
ESG disclosures. These developments place new constraints on investment funds, impacting selection
strategies and legal documentation.

1.1

The COVID-19 pandemic as a catalyst for ESG investing

The pandemic sparked a debate about what societies really value9 , while exposing the extent of global
interconnectedness and the "tragedy of the horizon"10 whereby societies fail to plan for the long term
and only address problems when it is too late. This focus has continued throughout 2020, and as a
result, many now see the coming years as an opportunity to rebuild economies with social purpose
and sustainability at the forefront11 . In a very traditional view, private equity players are driven
exclusively by the profitability prospects of the companies in which they invest12 . Furthermore,
there was a presumption that incorporating ESG into the factors influencing investment decisions
implied lower returns and profitability13 .
However, it should be noted that ESG criteria were already considered before the pandemic.
In fact, there was already a growing recognition that sustainable business practices were not only
essential from a risk management perspective but were also often profitable14 . In this way, private
equity fund managers traditionally viewed ESG considerations from a risk management perspective
with the idea of mitigating the potentially negative impact of these factors on an investment, for
example through the creation of liabilities. Investors had also begun to drive significant changes in
investment patterns prior to the pandemic. Since the beneficiaries of many institutional investors
are often large groups of citizens, such as pension fund retirees, many of these investors had already
formalized ESG considerations in their internal guidelines15 . In addition, these various initiatives
could also draw on the assistance of certain standard-setting bodies such as the United Nations
Principles for Responsible Investment and the Institutional Limited Partners Association (ILPA)16 . In
the same vein, certain institutions, such as the Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (SASB)17 ,
the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI)18 , and the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures
(TCFD)19 were already working to form standards and define materiality to facilitate incorporation
9. Laurie Macfarlane, "If we are to ‘live with’ COVID-19, we must decide what we really value", openDemocracy, January
19, 2022.
10. Marc S. Gerber et al., "ESG: Key Trends in 2020 and Expectations for 2021", Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom LLP,
February 8, 2021.
11. Yasuyuki Sawada, "The COVID-19 Crisis is an Opportunity to Rebuild Stronger and Smarter", Asian Development
Bank, July 1, 2021.
12. KPMG, "Private equity must look beyond traditional value creation levers amid intense competition", January 21, 2022.
13. Ibid.
14. Pippa Stevens, "Sustainable investing is set to surge in the wake of the coronavirus pandemic", CNBC, June 7, 2020.
15. Joseph Dennis and Rebecca Perlman, "ESG in private equity: a time to shine?", Herbert Smith Freehills LLP (August
2020): 2.
16. Hazel Bradford, "ILPA offers ESG framework for limited partners", Pensions & Investments, July 28, 2021.
17. Hazel Bradford, "SASB becomes go-to source for investors on ESG comparisons", Pensions & Investments, August 10,
2020.
18. Fatima Fasih, "GRI: The Blueprint for Sustainability Reporting", SafetyStratus, January 7, 2022.
19. Natalie Kenway, "Asset managers need to take TCFD seriously", ESG Clarity, April 6, 2022.
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of the ESG factors into the investment process.
While ethical investment and the consideration of environmental, social and governance (ESG)
factors hardly represent new concepts in private equity investment, the weight that such ESG considerations are given in the investment decisions and portfolio management strategies of private
equity firms has undoubtedly increased due to the COVID-19 pandemic. In fact, this mainstreaming
of ESG has been strengthened by the on-going COVID-19 pandemic and regulatory changes20 .
Hence, beyond these past initiatives, the occurrence of the COVID-19 pandemic should be seen as a
real catalyst for ESG investing21 . As a result, private equity firms are increasingly eager to promote
their view of ESG criteria as not only an essential component of investment due diligence, but as
an opportunity for improved returns as well22 . Thus, private equity funds as well as institutional
investors who invest in them have been able to see the importance of integrating these criteria. For
instance, as at the end of June 2020, 335 long-term institutional investors representing $9.5 trillion
in assets under management (AUM) have signed the Investor Statement on Coronavirus Response,
which states that “when it comes to employees, we expect company responses. . . to be a proxy for their broader
approach to human capital management. Companies with good human capital management have invested in
their employees and will be well-served by having retained a well-trained and committed workforce when
business operations are able to resume”23 .
Thus, the COVID-19 pandemic has also influenced investor practices and behavior, reinforcing
the above-mentioned past trends. In fact, faced with significant market turbulence, investors have
sought to rebalance their portfolios towards sustainable funds. In this way, it is worth noting from a
study conducted by Blackrock24 that in the first quarter of 2020, global sustainable open-end funds
(mutual funds and exchange-traded funds (ETFs)) contributed USD 40.5 billion in new assets. This
represents a 41% increase over 2019. Furthermore, the study shows that sustainable funds attracted
a record USD 7.3 billion in the United States during the first quarter of 202025 , again reflecting
how the global pandemic has helped to strengthen investors’ consideration of ESG criteria in their
investment choices and portfolio construction.
Moreover, the share of active equity assets devoted to ESG mandates is on the rise and mentions
of ESG in broker-dealer reports have increased significantly26 , as shown in the chart below:

20. Sofia Karadima, "Regulations are pushing investors to embrace ESG", Investment Monitor, April 6, 2022.
21. Virginie Fauvel, "The Acceleration of ESG Initiatives in a Post-COVID World", Financial Executives International, July 2,
2020.
22. Marc Lino et al., "Limited Partners and Private Equity Firms Embrace ESG", Bain & Company (February 2022): 4.
23. Joseph Dennis and Rebecca Perlma, Op. Cit., 2.
24. BlackRock, “Sustainable investing: Resilience amid uncertainty”, June 2020.
25. Ibid.
26. Tony DeSpirito, "How a global pandemic could accelerate the ESG imperative", BlackRock, April 2, 2020.
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Figure 1. Percentage of firms with at least one broker report that mentions "ESG"

The portion of active equity assets directed to ESG mandates is on the rise and, not surprisingly, mentions of “ESG” in broker reports have spiked, as shown above. In this way, seeing an
unprecedented growth in global demand for sustainable investment solutions during the pandemic,
BlackRock CEO Larry Fink wrote that “climate change has become a defining factor in companies’ longterm prospects” in his annual letter at the start of 202027 .

1.2

ESG disclosures in a new regulatory framework

In addition to growing private equity funds and investors awareness of ESG issues, the steady rise
of ESG can be partially attributed to ongoing regulatory developments around the world. There is
already a wave of ESG-related regulations requiring asset managers, such as private equity funds,
to integrate ESG risks into their investment decisions and provide detailed disclosures on the ESG
credentials of their products and portfolios and on their impact on ESG factors28 . In fact, one of the
most important new developments in the analysis of ESG criteria and their influence on investment
decisions stems from the significant changes and inflections in the regulatory frameworks in this
area29 .
In this way, one of the most convincing examples of these recent developments is the European
regulatory framework. In fact, private equity funds operating in the European Union (EU), which
are collective investment schemes30 under the applicable law of their home Member State, generally
fall under the definition of alternative investment funds (AIF) derived from the Alternative Investment
27.
28.
29.
30.

Larry Fink, “Letter to CEOs: A Fundamental Reshaping of Finance”, Blackrock, January 14, 2020.
Anastasia Petraki, "The ESG regulation race is on", Schroders, January 6, 2022.
Ibid.
Kyria Mputu-Mombo, "How to spot a collective investment scheme", RW Blears LLP, September 16, 2021.
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Fund Management Directive (AIFMD)31 . Alternative investment fund managers (AIFMs) are now
subject to new sustainability-related disclosure requirements introduced in March 2021 by Regulation
(EU) 2019/2088, better known as the Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation (SFDR)32 . Under
the SFDR, fund managers are required to disclose certain information about how they integrate
sustainability risks (ESG events or conditions that result in a negative impact on the value of the
investment) into their investment decisions and compensation policies33 . In addition, fund managers
are required to prepare a due diligence policy on how they consider the key negative impacts that the
companies they invest in have on sustainability indicators when making investment decisions34 . To
ensure compliance with the new requirements, in addition to updating prospectuses, websites, annual
reports and fund marketing materials, fund managers must also overcome a significant hurdle that is
essential to their day-to-day operations: they need to obtain credible ESG data on their investment assets that would form a basis for their disclosures under the SFDR35 . Furthermore, the EU’s Taxonomy
Regulation is one the most ambitious of these measures and aims to increase the focus on corporates,
institutional investors and asset managers to provide certain forms of ESG disclosures relating to the
nature of their activities and classifying their activities and returns in accordance with the taxonomy36 .
Private equity fund managers therefore face new challenges in obtaining consistent ESG data
on small, unlisted companies37 . While a significant number of large companies are already subject
to mandatory sustainability reporting requirements under the Non-Financial Reporting Directive
(NFRD)38 , there is no similar framework that applies to small and medium-sized companies in
the EU. In doing so, private equity fund managers may therefore be placed in a difficult position
in that, unlike large companies that have the capacity to report in detail on the ESG impact of
their activities, small companies often find it more difficult to gather such information in a fully
satisfactory manner. In April 2021, the European Commission proposed a new directive (Corporate
Sustainability Reporting Directive (CSRD)) that aims to close this gap by expanding the scope of
entities subject to sustainability reporting requirements39 . Nevertheless, even when the new regime
will be operational, many companies will be outside its scope and the "data challenge" will remain for
many private equity fund managers40 .
Outside of the European Union, there are a range of additional “principles-based” taxonomies
being developed, including in Canada41 , Japan42 and Malaysia43 . In terms of ESG regulation, the
United States (U.S.) lags behind the European example mentioned above44 . However, a fully rigorous analysis highlights how, including in the U.S., regulatory initiatives are being taken with the
31. Verena Ritter-Döring, Miroslav Ðurić and Philipp Hoegl, "ESG considerations for private equity and venture capital
fund managers", Taylor Wessing, February 16, 2022.
32. Dwayne Price, Chris Monks and Catherine Duggan, "Sustainability risk-related legislative update impacting Alternative
Investment Fund Managers", Grant Thornton, April 7, 2022.
33. David Boot, "SFDR one year out: An ESG operational and data perspective", Linedata, March 23, 2022.
34. Lisa Cawley et al., "Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation: Detailed Rules on Disclosures", Kirkland & Ellis LLP
(February 2021): 5.
35. Denis Noonan, "Meeting the data challenges of Europe’s ESG regulatory landscape", PostTrade 360°, June 15, 2022.
36. Kate Abnett and Simon Jessop, "Explainer: What is the EU’s sustainable finance taxonomy?", Reuters, February 3, 2022.
37. Jeremy Hanson and Thomas Singer, "How smaller companies can catch up on sustainability reporting", GreenBiz,
February 22, 2022.
38. Diana Ribeiro Duarte and Sofia Araújo Matias, "From the NFRD to the CSRD: long story short", IFLR, January 4,
2022.
39. Martin Wünsch, "CSRD Replaces NFRD: Implications for Sustainability Reporting", Arvato Systems, May 24, 2022.
40. Verena Ritter-Döring, Miroslav Ðurić and Philipp Hoegl, Op. Cit.
41. Filipe Albuquerque, "Canada’s Transition Finance Taxonomy Stalls", NordSIP, April 29, 2022.
42. Garnik Gondjian and Cédric Merle, "Sustainable Taxonomy development worldwide: a standard-setting race between
competing jurisdictions", Natixis, July 29, 2021.
43. Mark Uhrynuk, "Malaysia Publishes Climate Change Taxonomy For Financial Institutions", Mayer Brown, May 4, 2021.
44. Jack LaForge, "ESG in the US vs Europe: The United States Falls Behind the Curve?", Trepp, December 7, 2021.
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idea of better regulating ESG disclosures. Indeed, the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC) has reversed its long-standing reluctance to regulate ESG disclosures, formulating a new
set of rules on climate-related disclosures in March 202245 . One of the goals of this proposal is to
enable the emergence of greater transparency to investors, for example by requiring companies
to disclose their climate-related risk exposure and implications of their activities46 . The use of
mandatory standards will also reduce the problem of selective reporting and greenwashing, which
will significantly improve the comparability and reliability of climate-related ESG data. This SEC
proposal will have a phased-in effective date varying by company size, beginning in fiscal year
2023. In addition, on May 25, 2022, the SEC also proposed new rules regarding investment funds
and investment advisers47 . In this way, this proposal, following the one made in March 2022, aims
to improve the regulatory framework for disclosures regarding ESG-related investment strategies.
In this regard, the proposal includes a requirement for SEC-registered investment advisers to include ESG factors and strategies for investors in fund prospectuses, annual summaries and brochures48 .
Thus, the introduction of new ESG-related regulations has a significant impact on private equity
firms’ investment decisions and portfolio management strategies. In fact, it is becoming increasingly
important for private equity firms to continuously monitor ESG compliance of the various regulatory
regimes with respect to their portfolio companies and to take these aspects into account in their
investment decision-making processes.

1.3

Selection strategies and legal documentation in this changing context

In light of the above regulations, the idea is now to analyze in more detail how private equity fund
managers go about obtaining ESG-relevant data on companies in which they invest, and which are
not subject to existing or future sustainability reporting requirements. To this end, fund managers
may generally use one or more different methods, the main ones of which are outlined below.
First of all, companies that are not subject to the obligation to publish sustainability reports and
that wish to obtain financing from investors who take ESG factors into account in their investment
decisions have the possibility of preparing voluntary statements containing ESG information and data
concerning the exercise and nature of their activities49 . In order to formulate a voluntary statement
in a rigorous manner, these companies have the option of complying with certain recognized international standards such as the OECD Principles of Responsible Conduct for Multinational Enterprises50
or ISO 2600051 . During the selection phase of potential targets, these various voluntary declarations
can be particularly useful in attracting investors concerned about these issues. Nevertheless, it must
be emphasized that fund managers wishing to invest in a particular target company can hardly rely
solely on the voluntary disclosures prepared by the investee companies themselves, as these may not
contain all the relevant ESG data they need to comply with the applicable disclosure requirements.
To this end, some degree of effort on the part of the fund manager will still be required when
verifying the ESG data contained in the voluntary disclosures, which can be done as part of the due
45. Emily Abraham et al., "Executive Summary of the SEC’s Proposed Rule on Climate Disclosure Requirements", Deloitte
(March 2022): 1.
46. Ibid., 2.
47. Celia Cohen et al., "US SEC proposes new ESG disclosure rules for funds and advisers", Norton Rose Fulbright LLP, June
17, 2022.
48. Ibid.
49. Verena Ritter-Döring, Miroslav Ðurić and Philipp Hoegl, Op. Cit.
50. Joana Setzer, Catherine Higham and Vibha Mohan, "Reviewing the OECD’s Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises:
guiding responsible business conduct in the face of climate change", Grantham Research Institute, September 14, 2021.
51. Oliver Peterson, "ISO 26000 for Corporate Social Responsibility: How to Get Started", Process Street, May 15, 2019.
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diligence process but also through third-party reports or indices.
In fact, more and more investors are taking ESG aspects of their prospective investee companies
under consideration as part of the due diligence process. From a private equity investment perspective, ESG represents the consideration of various environmental, social and governance factors in
conjunction with financial factors. Thus, these multiple factors are intended to be intertwined in the
due diligence process related to investment decision-making. In terms of the environment, the idea is
to examine the environmental impact of the target company as well as the way in which its activities
comply with the regulations in force52 . Moreover, this analysis also concerns the efforts implemented,
if any, by the target company to reduce its carbon footprint or emissions53 . In terms of social issues,
the due diligence process focuses on the internal policies and procedures implemented by the target
company regarding its employees as well as diversity, inclusion, treatment in the workplace and
corruption54 . In the area of governance, the analysis considers how the target company’s board of
directors and management are organized, as well as its policies and practices regarding competitive
behavior, procurement, and fair trade55 . In addition, policies and procedures regarding transparency,
independence, responsible hiring and conflicts of interest are also considered56 . These various determinants of the investment decision and the resulting due diligence process are also supported by a
consistent legal component with the review of the target company’s compliance with business ethics,
bribery and corruption laws, compliance with human rights legislation and international treaties,
compliance with occupational health and safety, supply chain and waste management laws, and
inspection of environmental practices for compliance with licenses, permits and environmental laws.
In addition, the rising interest of companies across all industries in climate change and sustainable
development has led to an increase in the number of environmental and technical consultants that
provide ESG due diligence external verification services57 . Unlike results of the self-performed ESG
due diligence or information contained in voluntary disclosures prepared by investee companies,
reports prepared by external consultants and verifiers can bring a greater degree of certainty for fund
managers willing to rather rely on third party’s professional expertise in this field. Furthermore, many
third-party indices and scorecards, which often measure, monitor and quantify companies based
on their annual reports, corporate sustainability metrics and board structure, among other things,
are used by private equity funds to determine a company’s ESG rating as part of the overall due
diligence process58 . Notably, a low ESG rating is not necessarily a barrier to a potential acquisition,
but an area for improvement, risk mitigation and, in some cases, an opportunity for value creation.
Investors may seek to take advantage of a company’s weak ESG position rather than viewing it as a
reason not to make an acquisition.
In terms of the respective weight given to each of these criteria in the investment decision process,
it is important to carefully consider the sector and the nature of the target company’s activities. In
fact, ESG standards vary widely from sector to sector and there is no “one-size-fits-all” solution
that can be used in every case59 . For instance, certain renewable energy or green finance-oriented
start-up companies may possess more relevant data about the environmental impact of their business
whereas some other companies may put more accent on social or governance aspects of their business
52. Jeffrey McBride, "Environmental Due Diligence is a Major Play for M&A Risk Mitigation", TriplePundit, June 3, 2022.
53. Ibid.
54. Paul A.D. Mingay, "M&A Building Blocks: Social Issues", Borden Ladner Gervais LLP, November 5, 2018.
55. Igor Abramov, "Canada: Corporate Governance Due Diligence", Heenan Blaikie LLP, September 6, 2011.
56. Ibid.
57. Verena Ritter-Döring, Miroslav Ðurić and Philipp Hoegl, Op. Cit.
58. Jessica Ground and Ali Weiner, "Monitoring corporates against third-party ESG data providers", The Capital Group
Companies, September 24, 2021.
59. Alizée Calza, "The power of sector-specific ESG analysis", Advisor’s Edge, May 11, 2021.
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in their disclosures. Furthermore, environmental considerations may weigh more heavily in the
investment decision process for a company that operates a mine than for an investment in a domestic
apparel retailer, which may place more emphasis on the human rights risks associated with its international supply chain. Therefore, it is important to assess ESG aspects of each prospective investee
company under due consideration of relevant factors related to its industry, size, location and activities.
When structuring transaction documentation, ESG-focused fund managers may have an incentive
to include additional contractual provisions to ensure that the ESG profiles of their investee companies
have been and will remain consistent with their needs and expectations during the investment period.
First, the transaction documentation may specifically include the obligation of the investee company
to provide certain information to the fund managers so that they can fulfill their ESG reporting
obligations60 . In terms of ensuring that a company complies with ESG criteria before the investment
is made, certain contractual guarantees can be used to cover specific points related to these criteria.
For example, investee companies can guarantee that they have complied in the past and/or are
currently complying with specific, internationally recognized environmental, social and governance
standards that go beyond the usual guarantees of compliance with legal requirements (such as
environmental, employment, anti-corruption and anti-money laundering laws)61 . Beyond these
guarantees regarding the past activities of the target company, it is also possible to consider in the
legal documentation the situation of the latter following the completion of the investment. In fact, a
misalignment of the investee company’s activities with ESG standards, identified at an early stage,
can be corrected by the implementation of certain post-closing commitments in the transaction
documentation. For example, the investee company may agree to commit to developing internal
frameworks and documentation (such as anti-bribery, gender equality, or environmentally friendly
office policy) or entering into agreements with third parties (such as the power purchase agreement
with the supplier of electricity from renewable energy sources) that would improve its ESG profile62 .
However, this is only possible in cases where the relevant fund manager is not restricted by the
applicable fund contracts to invest the fund’s assets only in companies that already meet the relevant
ESG standards prior to entering into an investment.

While some observers may be inclined to view ESG criteria solely as a fad, this view ignores
a notable shift in the regulatory framework, driven in part by the COVID-19 pandemic and the
growing consideration of these factors by investors and private equity funds. In fact, the thoughtful
consideration and management of ESG factors by private equity funds has considerable potential to
help achieve two key objectives of any business: to create value and to mitigate risk. Private equity’s
consideration of ESG factors is a critical element in mitigating operational, legal and reputational risks
in the investment decision-making process and in the strategic management of portfolio companies.
Furthermore, a large body of market evidence suggests that companies that integrate ESG
considerations into their governance and operational frameworks often demonstrate a greater degree
of resilience and, in some cases, superior performance.

60. Verena Ritter-Döring, Miroslav Ðurić and Philipp Hoegl, Op. Cit.
61. Christoph Louven and Thomas Dünchheim, "ESG in M&A transactions in Germany", Hogan Lovells (July 2021): 2-3.
62. Ibid.
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2. A growing consensus: the integration of ESG criteria as a way to build a better performing
and more resilient portfolio

In order to fully address the various market data that tend to legitimize and encourage the integration
of ESG criteria into investment decisions, it seems appropriate to adopt an inductive approach. In this
way, the analysis here focuses on the mention of specific cases before considering in greater depth
the study of the general underlying dynamics of current market realities.

2.1

Individual success stories about integrating ESG factors

In fact, there are many high-profile individual success stories that demonstrate how ESG factors in
private equity-backed companies have contributed to the creation of stronger, more sustainable,
and more employee-friendly companies, while also improving returns. In this regard, mention can
be made of Blackstone’s investment in Hilton. In 2018, this private equity firm exited the hotel
business entirely and realized a very large benefit63 . At the time, Hilton’s chief executive, Christopher
Nassetta, credited the transformation of the Hilton business to the culture that was built under Blackstone’s management, supported by the implementation of industry-leading benefits and investment in
programs and initiatives64 . In fact, the company became more environmentally sustainable through
a wide variety of energy efficiency initiatives such as smart heating/cooling systems and low-flow
showerheads65 . Furthermore, Hilton developed an inclusive culture, engaged and promoted its
team members through industry-leading employee benefits, women-focused initiatives, learning
and career development programs and improved workspaces66 .
In the same vein, it is possible to mention Carlyle’s acquisition of DuPont’s automotive paint
division (renamed Axalta67 ). It is indeed relevant to look at this acquisition insofar as this example
illustrates very well how respecting ESG criteria can be largely reconciled with the realization of
important profits and can even contribute to reinforcing the latter. In fact, Carlyle earned the
second-largest profit in its history upon its 2016 exit (over 4 times the initial investment68 ), at least
in part due to Axalta’s reduction in solvent use, its switch to waterborne paint, and the development
of lower-carbon paint application methods.
Finally, it is also possible to refer to the best performing U.S. equity funds in 2020. In fact, the
two best performing U.S. equity funds in 2020 were both focused on clean energy, as shown by the
following table:

63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.

Gillian Tan, "Blackstone Exits Hilton, Earning $14 Billion After 11 Years", Bloomberg, May 18, 2018.
Joseph Dennis and Rebecca Perlman, Op. Cit., 3.
Blackstone, "Beyond Returns: Hilton", September 23, 2019.
Ibid.
Autobody News, "DuPont Performance Coatings Renamed Axalta", February 20, 2013.
Bloomberg, “Carlyle Quadruples Axalta Bet for Second-Biggest Profit Ever”, August 5, 2016.
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Figure 2. US equity funds with the strongest returns in 2020, as presented by the Financial Times

The value of these two funds, managed by asset manager Invesco, more than tripled as the
value of solar energy stocks soared, which in turn benefited from the massive influx of capital into
ESG investment strategies. Indeed, the $3.7 billion Invesco Solar exchange-traded fund is up 238
percent year-to-date in 2020 through Dec. 24 of that year, topping Morningstar’s ranking of U.S.
equity-invested ETFs and mutual funds. Moreover, the second best-performing fund is the Invesco
WilderHill Clean Energy ETF, which returned 220%69 .

2.2

Market data highlighting ESG portfolios performance and resilience

As these few individual examples are not a sufficient basis for promoting ESG investing, it is now
necessary to look more broadly at the market data collected during the COVID-19 pandemic to
see whether investment portfolios incorporating ESG criteria are performing better. First, it should
be noted that because the private equity industry is relatively secretive and has traditionally been
associated with the pursuit of purely financial profit, it appears that the ways in which the industry
can positively impact ESG performance have been historically underestimated. In the first quarter of
2020 alone, $14.0 billion of assets have allocated to sustainable funds, already surpassing well over
half of the previous year’s total70 .
Before looking at the performance of investment portfolios that integrate ESG criteria versus
those that neglect them, it is important to mention first the link between the inclusion of these criteria
and risk in the event of a crisis. In fact, ESG funds declined an average of 12% from January to March
2020, but this decline is half that of the S&P500 over the same period71 . In the same way, James
X. Xiong explains, through a comparative study, that stocks with low ESG risk ratings (referred
to as "green stocks" in the study) have better exit risk protection during the COVID-19 crisis and
subsequent global pandemic than stocks with high ESG risk ratings (referred to as "brown stocks")72 .
Furthermore, the author indicates that the residual risk protection provided by green stocks is also
69.
70.
71.
72.

Michael Mackenzie, “Green energy funds top league table in banner year for ESG”, Financial Times, December 26, 2020.
Elisabeth Kashner, “2020 ETF Trends: Opportunity Expands, Fees Contract”, FactSet, February 3, 2021.
Bloomberg, “Older ESG Funds Outperform Their Newer Rivals in Market Tumult”, March 13, 2020.
James X. Xiong, “The Impact of ESG Risk on Stocks”, The Journal of Impact and ESG Investing (July 2021): 7-18.
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stronger73 . While ESG funds have indeed suffered, it should be noted that on average they fare
better than their conventional competitors and are overrepresented in the top quartiles of their peer
groups in terms of performance, as explained by Jon Hale: “Over the past month, the returns of 66%
of sustainable equity funds ranked in the top halves of their respective categories. More than a third, 39%,
ranked in their category’s best quartile, while only 11% ranked in their category’s worst quartile. That means
sustainable funds were over-represented in the top quartiles and top halves of their peer groups, because, by
definition, 25% of all funds in each category place in each of four quartiles”74 .
Beyond risk resilience, it seems appropriate to consider how the integration of ESG criteria into
investment choices influences returns in a concrete way. In this respect, it is possible to look at the
Chinese market during the COVID-19 pandemic, for instance. ESG data for China is provided by
SynTao Green Finance, a China-based third-party data provider specializing in ESG data and green
finance consulting. The data provided aims to reflect consistent measures of ESG performance, and
thus SynTao Green Finance systematizes ESG information from public sources, including annual
reports, sustainability reports, social responsibility reports, environmental reports, announcements
and notices, and official websites75 . Based on this data, one study chose to analyze the cumulative
gross returns for high and low ESG portfolios between July 1, 2015 and March 31, 2020 in the
Chinese market76 . In order for the study to produce fully valid results, it was necessary to adopt a
sector-neutral approach, identifying high and low ESG stocks on a sector basis so that each sector
was guaranteed to be present in each of the high/low portfolios. An interesting observation is that
as of July 2017, the high ESG portfolio remains consistently higher than the low ESG group, as
illustrated in the following chart:

Figure 3. Chart extracted from this Chinese market study, presenting cumulative raw returns for "industry neutral" highvs low-ESG portfolios between July 1, 2015 and March 31, 2020

This study therefore concludes that an industry-neutral ESG-based investment strategy allows an
investor to achieve higher returns in the Chinese market.
Moreover, in the first year of the pandemic, large funds with environmental, social, and governance criteria outperformed the broader market, according to a report published by S&P Global77 .
73. Ibid.
74. Jon Hale, “Sustainable Equity Funds Are Outperforming in Bear Market”, Morningstar, March 16, 2020.
75. David C. Broadstock et al., “The role of ESG performance during times of financial crisis: Evidence from COVID-19 in
China”, Finance Research Letters (January 2021): 2.
76. Ibid., 5.
77. Esther Whieldon and Robert Clark, “ESG funds beat out S&P 500 in 1st year of COVID-19; how 1 fund shot to the
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In fact, the report is based on the performance of 26 ESG exchange-traded funds and mutual funds
with more than $250 million in assets under management, which were analyzed by S&P Global
Market Intelligence. The analysis concludes that from March 5, 2020 - the month the World Health
Organization officially declared the COVID-19 pandemic - to March 5, 2021, 19 of these funds
outperformed the S&P 50078 , as illustrated in the chart below:

Figure 4. Report from S&P Global on market performance and sector composition for selected ESG funds

Thus, it appears that those outperformers rose between 27.3% and 55% over that period, while at
the same time the value of the S&P 500 increased by only 27.1%.
Moreover, Dan Lefkovitz, strategist for Morningstar’s Indexes group, was also dedicated to
analyzing how portfolios integrating ESG criteria reacted to the major upheavals induced by the
global COVID-19 pandemic. Through a comparative study using Morningstar’s ESG indexes, he
concluded the following: “The rapid, violent sell-off in first-quarter of 2020 offers an excellent follow-up
opportunity to look at the performance of our ESG-screened indexes. We found that 51 of Morningstar’s 57
top”, S&P Global, April 6, 2021.
78. Ibid.
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ESG-screened indexes, or 89%, outperformed their broad market equivalents in the first quarter of 2020”79 .
Furthermore, Zoltán Nagy and Guido Giese, executive directors of MSCI, conducted an analysis
based on a comparison of four MSCI ESG indices with their parent indices during the pandemic80 .
In fact, the MSCI All Country World Index (ACWI) is a stock index designed to track broad global
equity-market performance, thus comprising the stocks of nearly 3,000 companies from 23 developed
countries and 24 emerging markets across 11 sectors81 . Concerning the MSCI ESG indices, MSCI’s
website82 provides the following information:

Figure 5. Table from MSCI on its ESG Indexes

With the various comparative indices thus described, it is now appropriate to look at the results of
the analysis conducted by Zoltán Nagy and Guido Giese. In fact, the table below shows the relative
cumulative performance of four standard MSCI ESG Global Equity Indices incorporating MSCI
ESG ratings compared to their parent MSCI ACWI Index in the first quarter of 2020:

Figure 6. Relative cumulative performance of four MSCI ESG Indices compared to their parent MSCI ACWI Index in Q1 2020
79.
80.
81.
82.

Dan Lefkovitz, Op. Cit.
Zoltán Nagy and Guido Giese, “MSCI ESG Indexes during the coronavirus crisis”, MSCI Inc., April 22, 2020.
Cory Mitchell, “The MSCI All Country World Index (ACWI)”, Investopedia, January 25, 2022.
MSCI, “MSCI ESG Indexes Factsheet“, MSCI Inc. (2021): 2.
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Based on the data represented in this chart, it appears that all four ESG indices outperformed the
parent MSCI ACWI index in Q1 2020, with the SRI index showing the strongest performance over
all periods.
The use of MSCI indices is interesting in that these indices were the basis of many other research
studies dealing with the performance of ESG funds, such as the study conducted by Thomas Roulland
and Yo Takatsuki, Head of Solutions, Models and Tools and Head of ESG Research and Active
Ownership at AXA Investment Managers, respectively83 . In fact, this study aims to analyze the
performance of companies with different ESG ratings in the bear market for equities. The subtlety
of this study lies in the joint use of AXA Investment Managers’ internal quantitative ESG rating
on the one hand, and the MSCI ACWI index as a base index on the other. In this way, Thomas
Roulland and Yo Takatsuki created two subgroups: a first subgroup made up of stocks with the best
ESG rating (score of 8 or more on a 10-point scale, called the "ESG Leaders") and a second subgroup
made up of stocks with the lowest ESG rating (score of 2 or less on a 10-point scale, called the "ESG
Laggards"). Thus, this study targeting the first quarter of 2020 results in the finding that investments
with higher ESG ratings performed better and were more resilient than investments with lower ESG
ratings84 , as illustrated in the table below:

Figure 7. Research findings showing that a basket of stocks consisting of ESG Leaders outperformed ESG Laggards by 16.8
percentage points in Q1 2020

This table compares the MSCI ACWI index, considered as a base index, with the performance
of a basket of stocks composed of ESG Leaders and a basket of stocks composed of ESG Laggards.
The basket of ESG Laggards declined by 31.3% in the first quarter of 2020, which is a larger decline
than the MSCI ACWI, which declined by 19.6%. On the other hand, with a decline of only 14.5%,
the basket of ESG Leaders outperformed the MSCI ACWI index and recorded an excess return
of 16.8 percentage points compared to the basket of ESG Laggards. The cumulative performance
of these two portfolios is shown in the following chart and leads to the same conclusion about the
outperformance of the ESG Leaders:

83. Thomas Roulland and Yo Takatsuki, “Coronavirus: How ESG scores signalled resilience in the Q1 market downturn”,
AXA Investment Managers (April 2020): 1-4.
84. Ibid.
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Figure 8. Research findings displayed in a chart on cumulative equity market performance in Q1 2020

While these various studies and market indices highlight how ESG-integrated portfolios perform
better and are more resilient to the COVID-19 pandemic, the mention of these data should not
obscure further analysis of the various biases and challenges that remain in this area.
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A non-Manichean approach also accounting for the biases and challenges that remain

While market data and the majority of research articles seem encouraging, one should not be hyperbolic in presenting the virtues of ESG investing. In fact, it seems appropriate to qualify the statement
by also studying the various methodological biases and challenges that remain to be overcome in
ESG investing. Thus, a brief focus on MSCI ESG indexes should shed light on the main pitfalls of
research conducted in this area and reveal how certain data must be approached with caution, as
some studies present results that may sometimes neglect certain economic explanatory factors and
stem from methodological biases.

3.1

A focus on MSCI ESG Indexes

“When evaluating claims of short-term ESG outperformance we should retain a healthy skepticism, particularly
when there is product to sell. We must ask ourselves, was it active ESG selection that can explain the results
or are other factors at play?”85 , Kenneth Lamont, senior fund analyst for passive funds research at
Morningstar, said. Since the analysis is not a dogmatic approach to ESG investing, which would
consist of promoting its virtues without identifying its limits and pitfalls, it is now appropriate
to take a critical look at the above-mentioned studies and to examine the arguments qualifying
or opposing the conclusions drawn by them. In order to introduce this critical analysis, it seems
appropriate to start with a brief focus on the MSCI indices, as this will highlight the two main
lines that can be followed in order to qualify the conclusions provided by the above-mentioned studies.
In fact, Emma Boyde, journalist at the Financial Times, wrote a critical study of the conclusions
reached by the MSCI ESG indices86 . In particular, she refers to Kenneth Lamont, senior analyst
for passive fund research at Morningstar, who explains that, as the MSCI researchers’ report notes,
Microsoft has been the largest single contributor to active returns of most of the indexes listed. In
fact, the success of Microsoft’s cloud business has been the main driver of its stock performance,
which is therefore not related to its ESG credentials. By mentioning this example, the idea is to
warn against drawing too hasty conclusions, as the performance of some stocks is not necessarily
linked to their ESG credentials and can therefore be explained by other factors. In addition, Emma
Boyde explains that the MSCI ESG indices use a sector inclusion methodology that selects companies
with higher ESG scores than their sector peers rather than excluding entire sectors. Furthermore,
all five MSCI ESG indices had lower weights for oil, gas, and consumable fuels compared to the
parent index, with an average reduction in exposure of 0.92 percentage points. The MSCI ACWI
SRI had the lowest weighting for oil and gas, with an exposure of minus 2.41 percentage points, the
MSCI researchers said87 . However, Yuliya Plyakha Ferenc, as a MSCI researcher, explained that
despite the rebound in oil and gas prices during 2021, the performance drag of lower weightings to
oil and gas stocks on flagship MSCI ACWI ESG Indexes was marginal and that the sector-inclusive
methodology used by MSCI minimizes the impact of sectors on performance88 .
This debate is an interesting illustration of how ESG labeling schemes are not a revealed truth and
are the result of a complex methodology whose foundations can be challenged. Thus, the seemingly
simple graphical representations of ESG leaders’ outperformance must be viewed with caution, and
85.
86.
87.
88.

Emma Boyde, “MSCI ESG indices’ outperformance needs scrutiny, experts caution”, Financial Times, February 9, 2022.
Ibid.
Yuliya Plyakha Ferenc, “Despite Oil & Gas’s Rebound, ESG Indexes Outperformed”, MSCI Inc., January 28, 2022.
Ibid.
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sometimes require further analysis to determine whether the ESG leaders’ outperformance depicted
in these various studies is truly attributable to their ESG credentials or rather to other economic
factors. From then on, it is a matter of addressing in a concrete way the two points thus put forward:
the economic determinants of the observed outperformance on the one hand, and the methodological
biases on the other.

3.2

Studies challenging the veracity of the positive impact of ESG criteria integration

First of all, it is possible to mention the study conducted by Elizabeth Demers, professor at the
University of Waterloo, Jurian Hendrikse and Philip Joos, professors at Tilburg School of Economics
and Management, and Baruch Lev, professor at NYU Stern School of Business, that challenges the
fact that ESG investment leads to greater resilience in times of crisis89 . In fact, these authors use a
sample of 1,652 U.S. companies whose performance they observed during the first quarter of 2020
as well as during the entire year 2020. The authors base their analysis on publicly available data,
using several different sources such as the Compustat database, The Center for Research in Security
Prices database, Audit Analytics, the Thomson-Reuters Institutional Holdings database and BoardEx
database.
From these data, they conclude that ESG criteria are entirely neutral and do not explain the
performance and resilience of the stocks studied, unlike investment in intangible assets, which is a
determining factor, as illustrated by this pie chart:

Figure 9. Contribution of ESG, RD&SGAstock, company financials, stocks’ risk and growth potential, industry, and other
factors to the full year 2020 stock performance of the selected U.S. companies, based on a study using the Compustat
database, The Center for Research in Security Prices database, Audit Analytics, the Thomson-Reuters Institutional Holdings
database and BoardEx database

Here, RD&SGAstock is a measure designed to capture the notion that, although required to
be expensed under the United States Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (US GAAP), firm
expenditures on Research and Development (R&D), as well as some portion of expenditures on Selling, General, and Administrative expenses (SG&A), are actually investments in internally developed
intangible assets. As the chart shows, the authors highlight four groups of explanatory variables as
89. Elizabeth Demers et al., “ESG did not immunize stocks during the COVID-19 crisis, but investments in intangible
assets did”, Journal of Business Finance & Accounting (March 2021): 1-10.
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providing almost all of the explanatory power of the model for the returns of the U.S. stocks studied:
market-based risk variables representing the stocks’ risk and growth potential, industry fixed effects,
RD&SGAstock representing the companies’ stock of investments in internally-generated intangible
assets and accounting-based measures of the companies’ financials capturing firm performance, liquidity, leverage, and stock of internally generated intangible assets. In this chart, ESG is responsible
for only 0.5% of the total variation observed.
These results lead the authors to the following conclusion: “the firm’s stock of investments in
internally-generated intangible assets is highly economically significant in explaining returns during each of the
Q1 2020 market crisis and full year 2020 periods, suggesting that the flexibility that derives from a large
stock of innovative assets is more important than the firm’s social capital to share price resilience during this
global pandemic. Overall, we conclude that ESG did not immunize stocks during the COVID-19 crisis, but
that investments in intangible assets did”90 .
Beyond this study, it is also possible to mention the one conducted by Gianfranco Gianfrate,
professor at EDHEC Business School, Tim Kievid, research affiliate at Rotterdam School of Management, and Mathijs van Dijk, professor at Rotterdam School of Management91 . In fact, the authors
use a sample of 6,824 stocks in 45 different countries, the idea being to consider the stock market
performance in the first quarter of 2020 of stocks according to their ESG rating. To this end, the
study uses detailed ESG rating data for a global sample of companies from Thomson Reuters’ Refinitiv
ESG database, with stock performance data and financial statement information collected from
Datastream and Worldscope, respectively.
By compiling and modeling these different data, the authors arrive at the following graph:

Figure 10. Performance of top and bottom global ES stocks during COVID-19, based on a study using Thomson Reuters’
Refinitiv ESG database, Datastream and Worldscope for a sample of 6,824 stocks in 45 different countries

This graph reveals that in a global context, companies with higher ESG ratings do not have
better stock performance in the first quarter of 2020.
90. Ibid., 23.
91. Gianfranco Gianfrate, Tim Kievid and Mathijs van Dijk, “On the resilience of ESG stocks during COVID-19: Global
evidence”, Centre for Economic Policy Research (July 2021): 25-53.
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However, when the authors consider only the data of companies present in North America
(Canada and the United States), they arrive at the following graph:

Figure 11. Performance of top and bottom North American ES stocks during COVID-19, based on a study using Thomson
Reuters’ Refinitiv ESG database, Datastream and Worldscope

Thus, it appears that stronger ESG values in this region exhibited superior stock market performance, even after controlling for country-level effects and a broader set of control variables,
although the statistical significance of this effect is rather low. When the authors zoom in on a
number of ESG subclasses that are potentially more directly related to the resilience of individual
firms during the COVID-19 pandemic, they find that the S subclass for "Workforce" has the strongest
positive relationship with stock returns, but only in North America. This result suggests that better
working conditions at top-performing ESG firms are the main driver of the better performance of
top-performing ESG stocks during the COVID-19 crisis in this region, but not in other regions.
These different observations lead the authors to the following conclusion: “Our findings indicate that the
ability of socially responsible firms to deliver superior risk-adjusted stock market performance is still debatable
and, at best, geography dependent”92 .
The purpose of mentioning these two studies is to highlight the way in which the use of different
data and the application of a certain methodology leads some authors to a conclusion that is opposed
to the idea that taking ESG criteria into account would lead to better stock market performance,
putting forward other economic factors such as intangible assets or the geographic region considered.
However, these studies represent a minority opinion, and their mention should not obscure the fact
that the majority of market studies carried out in recent years point to a positive effect of taking ESG
criteria into account, as shown in the analysis conducted by Tensie Whelan, Ulrich Atz, Tracy Van
Holt and Casey Clark, professors at NYU Stern School of Business93 .
In fact, this analysis aims to compile more than 245 research articles between 2016 and 2020
focusing on the relationship between ESG and financial performance. As such, the authors divided
these articles into two categories: those focused on corporate financial performance (for instance
92. Ibid., 25.
93. Tensie Whelan et al., “ESG and Financial Performance: Uncovering the Relationship by Aggregating Evidence from
1,000 Plus Studies Published between 2015 – 2020”, NYU Stern Center for Sustainable Business and Rockefeller Asset Management
(February 2021): 1-19.
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operational metrics such as Return On Equity (ROE), Return On Assets (ROA) or stock performance
of a company) and those focused on investment performance (from an investor’s perspective, typically
measures of alpha or metrics such as the Sharpe ratio on a portfolio of stocks), to determine if there
was a difference in the findings. Of the 245 research articles reviewed, the authors also assembled a
sub-category of articles that specifically address carbon reduction strategies related to financial performance as well as climate change, with the idea of comparing the results found by these specialized
articles with the overall sample of articles selected.
This analysis resulted in the following graphs:

Figure 12. Results found by 245 research articles between 2016 and 2020 on the relationship between ESG and financial
performance

For studies that focus on company financial performance, a vast majority of them find a positive
correlation between ESG aspects and performance (58%). As for the studies that focus on investment
performance, 59% of the selected studies indicate that investment approaches that take ESG criteria
into account perform similarly or better than traditional investment approaches. Conversely, only
14% of these studies show a negative correlation and 28% of these studies show mixed results (this is
due to the fact that some studies consider different time periods and different samples of companies,
leading to positive results for some samples and negative results for others).
It appears that, while some studies highlight a negative or neutral effect of the integration of ESG
criteria, the majority of studies seem to highlight that the integration of ESG criteria often produces
a positive effect on the performance and resilience of the stocks observed. However, the fact that the
majority puts forward a conclusion does not necessarily mean that the minority opinion is the wrong
one. In order to be fully complete in this critical analysis of the positive effect of the integration of
ESG criteria and as suggested by Emma Boyde’s introductory case study on the MSCWI indexes94 ,
the methodological biases that certain studies may have remain to be studied, thus allowing a better
understanding of how these studies may lead to different results.
94. Emma Boyde, Op. Cit.
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Methodological biases

“The lack of a common definition and of comparability, together with transparency issues, could be ultimately
detrimental to the transition towards a more sustainable financial system”95 . These words from Julien
Mazzacurati, Senior Economist at the European Securities and Markets Authority, illustrate very
well the various challenges and obstacles that still face ESG investing today. In fact, beyond the
debates between the various research studies on ESG investing and the fact that most of them seem
to highlight the positive impact of this investment method, it is nonetheless appropriate to take a
broader look at the methodological biases and the challenges that remain in this area.
First, the time period considered in the majority of studies dealing with ESG investment must be
questioned. In this way, Dongyi Zhou and Rui Zhou, professors at Fudan University, aptly note
that most of the existing publications on ESG performance and corporate risk in the academic world
aiming to explore the relationship between ESG performance and corporate stock price fluctuations
mainly focus on the period of stable economic operation, and rarely consider the impact of the
economic crisis96 . However, in the few publications that consider the effect of ESG performance on
firm risk in times of crisis, most of them focus only on ESG performance during the crisis, with no
comparison before and after it. Furthermore, the authors also emphasize the particular nature of the
crisis that resulted from the global COVID-19 pandemic, and thus call for caution in generalizing
the data observed during this crisis. Indeed, there is little literature on the impact of financial crises
resulting from public health events on financial markets97 .
In addition to criticizing the time frame and highlighting the particular nature of the pandemic
and of its economic and financial implications, it is also worth considering in greater depth the
methodology of the ESG indices on which many ESG investing research studies are based. If ESG
indices and rating systems turned out to be the product of a biased methodology, then what would
be the scientific value of these studies?
In this way, Tony DeSpirito, Managing Director at Blackrock, explains that ESG measurement
is currently imperfect, insofar as the ESG rating agencies that construct the indices and assign the
ratings do not take all companies into consideration and often rely on information provided by the
companies themselves98 . In addition to relying on fragmented data, each rating agency uses its own
methodology to study and compile the data collected. To illustrate this point, Tony DeSpirito takes
the example of the rating of the "Utilities" sector by MSCI and Sustainalytics, two companies that
produce ESG ratings and indexes:

95. Julien Mazzacurati, “ESG ratings: Status and key issues ahead”, European Securities and Markets Authority (November
2021): 6.
96. Dongyi Zhou and Rui Zhou, “ESG Performance and Stock Price Volatility in Public Health Crisis: Evidence from
COVID-19 Pandemic”, International Journal of Environmental Research and Public Health (December 2021): 5.
97. Ibid.
98. Tony DeSpirito, Op. Cit.
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Figure 13. Sector ESG rankings as determined by top-two data providers

The table above shows that the "Utilities" sector is ranked number 1 in ESG ratings by MSCI
but is ranked 10th out of 11 sectors by Sustainalytics. Thus, this example illustrates how ESG data
providers can produce different assessments and ratings depending on the data and methodology used.
Furthermore, Ari Polychronopoulos and Feifei Li, partners at Research Affiliates, examined the
20 largest U.S. companies by market capitalization as of December 31, 2017, based on their overall
ESG ratings and individual environmental, social, and governance ratings, using data from two
well-known ESG rating providers (the names of these providers are omitted in this study, as the idea
is not to determine which one is more relevant)99 . This analysis leads the authors to focus more
specifically on Wells Fargo, as the two ESG rating providers reach radically different conclusions
about this company. In fact, while the first provider gives the company a high ESG rating, the
second presents the company as having little consideration for ESG aspects and therefore gives it a
low rating. In order to understand how the ESG rating providers reach opposite conclusions, the
authors focus on the governance rating of this company, which appears to be the fundamental point
of divergence between the two providers, as illustrated in the following table:

99. Ari Polychronopoulos and Feifei Li, “What a Difference an ESG Ratings Provider Makes!”, Research Affiliates, LLC
(January 2020): 1-15.
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Figure 14. Wells Fargo Governance Rating Breakdown by Provider as of December 31, 2017, as presented in Research
Affiliates, LLC

First of all, it appears that the two ESG rating providers do not use the same parameters nor the
same weightings in their evaluation of the governance practices of the company under consideration.
The first provider adopts a narrower view of governance by retaining only 7 evaluation categories,
whereas the second provider retains 28 different categories in its evaluation. In addition, it is possible
to note that one of the largest contributors to the difference in rankings comes from the zero-score
assigned to "Business Ethics Incidents" by the second provider, with this category accounting for nearly
20% of the overall score calculation. This divergence in weighting and choice of parameters explains
how for the same company, in this case Wells Fargo, the ESG rating providers can arrive at radically
different assessments, with the first provider assigning a governance score of 0.70 on a scale of 0 to 1,
while the second provider assigns a score of 0.03.
The highlighting of these different methodological biases that can lead to radically different
results is in no way intended to call for a systematic rejection of the use of these different ESG indices
and assessments. In fact, the idea here is, through a critical and objective approach, to highlight that
while the use of these indices can be useful in assessing a company’s activities and organization, an
investment strategy based on these ESG criteria must be fully rigorous, cross-referencing the various
studies and having an in-depth understanding of these data in order to be certain that the investment
choice under consideration is indeed in line with the investor’s strategy and portfolio construction
criteria.
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Conclusion
While taking ESG criteria into account in investment choices is nothing new, it appears that they
have become increasingly present in recent years, thanks to a pandemic context that has accentuated
and highlighted their importance, as well as regulatory initiatives in this area. An analysis of the data
presented by the main ESG indexes and rating agencies highlights the way in which, for the most
part, market studies and various research articles tend to converge towards the idea that taking ESG
criteria into account in investment choices leads to the construction of a better performing and more
resilient portfolio.
However, without denying the relevance of these analyses, it seems interesting to highlight certain methodological biases on which some of them are based, with some minority studies underlining
the role of other economic factors and certain ESG rating providers reaching divergent conclusions
about the same company. Thus, without questioning the way in which integrating ESG issues
presents a number of economic and financial advantages, particularly over the long term, this study
is intended to call for caution with regard to over-hasty generalizations. In doing so, an investor
who takes certain ESG criteria into consideration in his investment choices must be discerning and
mobilize a detailed knowledge of the sector and activities of the target company in order to ensure
that the latter fully corresponds to the criteria of his portfolio construction.
While ESG investment represents a very interesting opportunity for investors and is attracting
growing interest because of its economic and financial advantages, it is important not to give in
to hyperbole or over-hasty generalization, as this quote from Glen K. Yelton, Head of ESG Client
Strategies at Invesco, illustrates: “There’s certainly nothing wrong with the investment industry embracing a
more socially responsible approach [. . . ]. But the more hyperbole we allow to accumulate around the impact of
ESG, rather than leading honest and transparent discussions about what those labels actually represent, the less
likely we are to achieve the outcomes today’s investors are so eager to support”100 .

100. Glen K. Yelton, “Getting Real About ESG: What Asset Managers and Investors Need to Know”, ESG Today, September
23, 2021.

